PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDING/
VALUE-ADDED SUB-ASSEMBLIES &
COMPLETE ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS

From plastic injection molding to value-added sub-assemblies
and complete assembly systems, UGS can help reduce your
overall costs through tooling optimization, process efficiencies
and VAVE (value analysis/value engineering) activities. Our
number one focus is ensuring quality. We are committed
to providing your products on budget, on time and to
specification. We employ a rigorous quality assurance system
that includes supplier development, manufacturing process
audits and even providing independent testing, if needed.

PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDING/
VALUE-ADDED SUB-ASSEMBLIES & COMPLETE ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS

Plastic Injection Molding/Tooling

Value-Added Sub-Assemblies

We are experienced in providing high-quality, precisioninjection molded components in a wide range of thermoplastic
resins. We also specialize in the production of precision
tooling designed and built to last the life of your program.
We can produce high volumes of injection-molded plastic
parts with high precision and repeatability. We can also
produce molded natural rubber/elastomer parts through
injection or compression molding processes.

We can efficiently and expertly handle the intricate assembly
processes required for precision integration of sub-assembly
components into top-quality, finished products. We understand
the reliable assembly of components is essential, whether for
detailed electrical assemblies or less complex products. We
ensure components are assembled in accordance with your
specifications and in compliance with best practices every
time. Our wide range of sub-assembly processes includes part
finishing, assembly and functional testing.

Complete Assembly Systems
A product isn’t complete until it’s fully assembled, tested, packaged and shipped to the customer for use.
From printing to assembly, we provide all the necessary packaging and graphics, including wraps, labels
and more, to make sure your product is a success. Our finished systems are ready for use — no additional
components necessary — and will consistently meet your requirements for receiving.

We invite you to learn more about UGS and how we can contribute
to your continued success and increased profitability.

unitedgs.com
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